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The newest addition to the New Orleans-area digital camera equipment rental market is 4:4:4
Camera in Harahan. Owner/operator Michael Ciancio offers some of the most state-of-the-
art gear, now available in our own backyard.

Ciancio started out as a gaffer and owner of a grip and electric rental house
in Dallas, providing essential trucks and gear to local and out-of-state film
crews. Working as a Local 600 DP and DIT, he expanded into cameras,
production services, and editing facilities in Shreveport, and now Harahan,
just outside New Orleans.

Why Harahan?
“This suburb of New Orleans is perfect on two fronts,” Ciancio explains.

“First is the proximity to motion picture facilities such as Nims, as well as
service companies and parts suppliers for electronics and equipment repair.
It’s really convenient to have such companies as WW Grangers [for power
tools and accessories],Magliner [for equipment carts and dollies], andChap-
man/Leonard [for cranes, bases, and just about anything else you need for
motion picture and TV productions] all in one area. Plus there’s the avail-
able office rental space.”

He continues, “Secondly, the proximity to the airport and the ability to
purchase and ship equipment fromBurbank,California, to Louis Armstrong
inKenner instead of moving freight toDallas, then Shreveport saves usmuch
time and money.”

Welcome to Academia was one of the first full-length features out of New
York to shoot its entire production in HD in New Orleans, and this format
has been themainstay for indie and smaller-budget films for obvious reasons.
Evenwhen Iwas in graduate school for filmproduction back in the daywhen
David Lynch moved to television to collaborate with Mark Frost, directors
on student films usedmyvideo captures to help frame their film shots.Video—

or digital today—is simply more expeditious and inexpensive, and can be
compared with the move from 35mm to digital in the still camera arena.

But it doesn’t matter whether Spielberg or Cameron ever moves exclu-
sively to digital—4:4:4 Camera is here and provides well-needed equipment
to filmmakers without having to deal with the costly wait for delivery. For
customers’ convenience they even have an extensive ExpendablesWorksheet
downloadable from theirWeb sitewith such equipment as the SonyCineAlta
F35 and F23, Phantom HD GOLD, and Sony F900. They also carry a full
line of Digi lenses, including Ziess DigiPrimes and Canon cine style zooms.

4:4:4 Camera has full editing capabilities as well, in an effectively
customized trailer. Inside are full Avid, Final Cut, and Adobe Premier work-
stations with Iridaf color correction software that’s available for rental as
portable editorial workstations.

Ciancio explains that 4:4:4Camera is here to supplement the digital cinema
equipment rental market in New Orleans.

“We’re not just hardware,” he says. “We also provide technical efficien-
cies, an extensive knowledge base with new technologies in the industry, and
enthusiasm for service.”

He assures, “We want to be part of the image—not just a supplier but a
technical collaborator—allowing for a partnership of sorts, taking responsi-
bility for quality post-production.”

So when planning your next production, call or drop by 4:4:4 Camera in
Harahan. They’re easy to get to and have the equipment, experience, and
dedication to get the job done.

Owner/operator Michael Ciancio and a Phantom HD GOLD.


